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Instructions to Authors
All manuscripts and correspondence should be addressed to the Editor. The Virginia
Journal of Science welcomes for consideration original articles and short notes in the
various disciplines of engineering and science. Cross-disciplinary papers dealing with
advancements in science and technology and the impact of these on man and society are
particularly welcome. Submission of an article implies that the article has not been
published elsewhere while under consideration by the Journal.
Three complete copies of each manuscript and figures are required.  Original figures
need not be sent at this time. OR , a file of the manuscript in an acceptable word
processing format, i.e., Word or WordPerfect  Authors should submit  names of three
potential reviewers. All manuscripts must be double-spaced. Do not use special effects
such as bold or large print.
The title, author’s name, affiliation, address and e-mail should be placed on a cover
page. An abstract (not to exceed 200 words) summarizing the text, particularly the
results and conclusions, is required. The text should follow the general format used by
professional journals in the author’s discipline and the Virginia Journal of Science has
an on-line style manual. Literature cited in the text should follow the name-year format:
(McCaffrey and Dueser, 1990) or (Williams et al., 1990). In the Literature Cited section
at the end of the article, each reference should include the full name of the author(s),
year, title of article, title of journal (using standard abbreviations), volume number and
first and last page of the article. For a book, include author(s), year, title, pages or
number of pages, publisher and city of publication. Examples:
McCaffrey, Cheryl A. and Raymond D. Dueser. 1990. Plant associations of the
Virginia barrier islands. Va. J. Sci. 41:282-299.
Spry, A. 1969. Metamorphic Textures. Pergamon Press, New York. 350 pp.
Each figure and table should be mentioned specifically in the text. All tables,
figures and figure legends should be on a separate pages at the end of the text.
Multiple author papers are required to have a statement in the acknowledgments
indicating the participation and contribution of each author.
After revision and final acceptance of an article, the author will be required to
furnish two error-free copies of the manuscript: 1) printed copy, single spaced, with
tables and figure captions at the end of the document, and one set of original figures,
each identified on the back by figure number and author’s name; 2) a PC  file in
acceptable format containing the text file, tables and figure legends.
SEE THE VIRGINIA JOURNAL OF SCIENCE STYLE MANUAL
http://www.vacadsci.org/journal.htm
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